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CONNECTI\TITY PROPERTIES FOR
COMPLEMENTS OF EXCEPTIONAL SETS

KIRSTI OJA

Introduction

We consider a Z-harmonic space X with a countable base in the sense of
Constantinescu-Cornea [3]. The following problem is studied here: Let X be con-
nected and E an exceptional set of X. Under what circumstances is X\E not con-
nected? It is known that this is never the case if E is polar. But this is possible if
E is totally thin, as is shown by examples.

In Section L we derive a necessary condition for the complement of a closed
totally thin set E to be nonconnected, in terms of absorbent sets and the boundary
of X\E [Theorem 1.5]. This condition is never valid in an elliptic space. For the case

where the exceptional set is assumed to consist of irregular (or even unstable)
boundary points of some open set, we obtain a more precise necessary condi-
tion in Section 2fCorollary 2.9].

1. Connectivity of the complement of a totally thin set

Let X be a Constantinescu-Cornea Z-harmonic space with a countable base.

For unexplained symbols in this article we refer to [3].
Let AcX. Then

A (A): {xexlA is not thin at x}.

Let U be an open set of X. We denote by U,"n (respectively Ui) the set of regular
(respectively iregular) points of 0U. Then by [3, Theorem 6.3.3]

U,"s: 0Uai(X\a), Ui,: AUV(X\U).
It is known that X\.8 is connected if X is connected and E is a polar set of X

[3, Proposition 6.2.51.In what follows we shall investigate the modified situation
if E is totally thin. In this case \E may be nonconnected, as the following examples

show.
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Example 1.1. Let X=Rz have the harmonic structure corresponding to the

heat equation and
E : l(x, r)€Xlr : 0).

Then X\.8 is not connected and.E is totally thin [3, Exercise 6.3.8].

Example 1.2. Let X be the space defi.ned in [3, Exercise 3.2.13] and

6: {(0,0,0}.

Then E is a polar set of the absorbent set A of X:

A : {(x,y, 0)€Xl0 = a21-y2 < ll.
Hence "E is totally thin in X [3, Exercise 6.3.131, and AE is not connected.

Throughout this paper, we shall use the following result of Berg [1, Th6oröme l];
see also [3, Exercise 7.2,111: ,4 set which is closed and finely open is absorbent.

Lemma 1.3. Let X be connected and E a closed set of X such that X\E:
(Jrw(Ir, with (Jb (f2 open, nonempty, and disjoint. Let x€(Ut),es and. x€(Ur)ur.
Then x€(X\E),"r.

Proof. Let U':X\E=U1vU2 and f€t{(0U') be arbitrary. Then

( HY, on ULo: liy, on (12

is harmonic on fJ'and limr,er-*h(y):f(x). Thus h=Hf', sinoe he0tf', and

Hl'=h, since h€dy', and therefore limu,3r-* H!'(i:f@). The conclusion

follows.

Lemma 1.4. With the notations of Lemma 1.3, let x€E and E be thin at x.
Then either xe S (U r) a(XV (%» or x € 0 (U r) n(rrr tU'».

Proof. If xQ|UrnUr, then xQA(Ur). If now x€f(U), then x is in the fine
closure of U1. Hence x€U1 and so UrnUr*O, a contradiction. Thereforewe may
assume x(|Uya|Ur.

Since E is thin at x, x is not a regular point for X\.E. Thus by Lemma 1.3

either x((Ur),", or x{(Ur),,s. Let x*(Ut)*c. Then \t[ is thin at x. We must
bave xQ6 (U1), otherwise X: ttu(X\UJ would be thin at x, by [3, Theorem 6.3. 1]

a contradiction. Since %cX\tå and \U1 is thin at .r, we have x€X .\l(Uz).
By a local non-triaial absorbent set of X we mean hereafter an absorbent set with

respect to some open subspacn of X, which does not reduce to a union of com-
ponents of this subspace.

Theorem 1.5. Let X be conructed and E a closed totally thin set.I/ X\E
is not connected, there exists a local non4riuial absorbent set whose boundary inter-
sects E in a set containing points interior to E in its relatiue topology.
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Proof. There exist nonempty open sets Ut, Uz such that (Ira(I2:fi and
\E: a1wUr. We can assume that E:0Utn0U2. If this is not the case, denote
E':En|At, or, equivalentln E':En\Az. Then X\.8'is not connected. If the
assertion can be proved for E', it also holds for E, since E'cE.

Let
Ar: 0(Ut)nE, Az: 0(U)nE.

Then E:ArvA, and, AraA2:O by Lemma 1.4. The sets 11, Arare Gr-sets in
the relative topology of E 13, Corollary 7.2.11. Let {G.}.ex, {ä,},,* be open sets
in Ewith

Ar: O^1NG^, Az: OnexHn.
we shall prove that either A, or A, enntains' interior points. Assume the con-

trary. Then A1 and A, both are dense on .E Hence G* ar,'d Hn are dense open sets
of .E for eyery m,n€N. Since E is a Baire space, by local compactness,

(fl*ex G.)n (O,eN Pn) : Arn A,
is dense on E, a contradiction.

So there exists an open non-empty subset D of E, for example, with Dclr\lr.
Tben Dc.0(UJ and Dat(Ur):O. Thus D is contained in the fine interior of
Ur. Using the result of Berg [, Thdoröme 1] we see that Q^((X\E)uD) is an
absorbent set of (X\E)uD. Since E:0A1a0U2, we have acUrn1X1fly.
Thus D is the boundary of this absorbent set. This is consequently non-trivial.

Corollary 1.6. IEt X be connected and elliptic. If E is a closed totally thin
set, thm X\E ,s connected.

For an open subset U of X, the set U;, is semi-polar [3, Corollary 7.2.2]. There
is a better result that holds for closed subsets of 0u containing only points of (1r,.

Lemma 1.7. Let U be an open subset of X and S a closed subset of 0U
with ScUi,. Then S is totally thin.

Proof. Since X\U is thin at every point of Ui,, S is thin at every point of U1,;
AIso, S is thin at every point of U and at every point of \U. Finally, let x€U,"n.
since § is closed in Au, x has a neighbourhood which does not intersect ,s. Hence
§ is thin at x. Thus ,S is totally thin.

Corollary 1.8. Let U be an open set of X and B an opm set of 0A with
BcUt . If there exists no nontrioial local absorbmt set whose boundary intersects
B, then B:9.

Proof. Let B*A and Y an open, connected set of X such that yn}A is an
opensetofåUand B=YnilA. Thus InåUctlr,, Ya07 isclosedin I,

r\au: (r\u)u(unY),
and by the assumption both sets on the right are nonempty. This implies that \åU
is not connected. But Yn\U is totally thin by Lemma l.r. By Theorem 1.5 we
obtain B:0.
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2. On unstable antl irregular points

In this section we shall investigate the role of irregular points more closely.

Let U be an open relatively compact set of X. Any point of åU which lies in the

fine closure of ffU is a stable point of U [2, p. t021, [4, Theorem 4.3]. The set of
stable points of U is denoted by U". Then by [2, p. 102)

(J":0(Jnq(X\U)'

Obviously [f"cUnn. Let S(U) denote the set of real continuous functions on the

closure of an open set U which are superharmonic on U and Ch5,urU denote

the Choquet boundary of S(U) [2, p. 87]. Then

(2.1) UrC ChsrutU c (Jres.

The first inequality was established in f2, Corollary 3.51. The second one follows

from the definitions in [2].
Let § be a subset of åU. We say that the absorbent condition holds for § if

every x€å\S has an open neighbourhood Z with åUnZcåU\S such that
UaV is a non-trivial absorbent set of V.

In a global form, this is equivalent to the statement "U\S is a non'trivial
absorbent set of X\S". This follows from the fact that if the condition holds, then,

by the sheaf property of hyperharmonic functions, the function which is 0 on \S
and - on (X\§)\U is hyperharmonic on X. The converse is obvious.

The set § may be empty. In this case the condition signifies that U is a non-trivial

absorbent set of X.

Propositio n 2.1. Either the set (f 
" 

is dense on 04, or the absorbent condition

holds for U,.

Proof. Assame that ( is not dense on 0U. Let V be an open set tvirth 0U nY
containing only nonstable points of U and x(DAaV. Then x is not in the fine

closure of X\U. Since x€U, n must be a fine interior point of, U. This holds for
every x€\AnZ. Thus VaU is finely open inV and hence an absorbent set in Z.

Since å(ZnA)+0, it is non-trivial.

Corollary 2.2. Either the set Chs(ou (respectiuely U,"o) is dense on 04,
or the absorbent condition holds for Chs(oU (respectiuely U,"r).

Proof. Obvious bY (2.1).

Corollary 2.3. If X is elliptic, the sets U", Chs(oU and U,"n are dense

on 04.

Remark 2.4. Corollary 2.3 generalizes a result for U,"n in [5, Thdoröme8.4;
see also [3, Exercise 3.1.16]. The corresponding result for (/, was proved in another

way in [7, CorollarY 3].
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Proposition 2.5. Let B be an open subset of 0U. Then BcilA\U" if and
only if the absorbent condition holds for At\B.

Proof. By Proposition 2.1 we only have to prove that if x€8, lvurrth l/ open such
that x(Va|UcB and VnA an absorbent setof V, then x(U". Since ZnU is
finely open, x is not in the flne closure of X\U. The conclusion follows.

An irregular point x(0U is semi-regular if for any f€€(\U) there is a limit
limy,y*, U! (il [6, p. 35fl. The set of semi-regular points of U is denoted by (Jo*.
It was proved in [6, Corollary 5] that U""^ is open in 0U.

Corollary 2.6. The absorbent condition holds for AU\U,,.. Consequently,
if X is elliptic, there exist no semi-regular points on 04.

Proof. Sinc-e (Jr" a|A is open an.d Uu"^c(Li,,

Uu AäU c å\U..
Thus the conclusion follows from Proposition 2.5.

The converse of Corollary 2.3 does not hold: There exist nonelliptic spaces
where the set U" is dense on 0A for every open relatively compact t/, as shown by
the following example.

Example 2.7. Let X' be the harmonic space defined in [3, Exercise 3.2.11].
Then

x:: {(x,y)(.x' ly = o}

is an absorbentset of X' and can be regarded as a harmonic space with the correspond-
ing hyperharmonic sheaf [3, Exercise 6.1.8]. Let

Y:: {(x,»€Xly : gy'

I is also an absorbent set of X. Let UcX be open and relatively compact. Then
(lAnY)i,r:A if U is seen as a subset of X. The set U" must be dense on åU, since
the only nontrivial local and global absorbent sets ofXare contained in Y.

Remark 2.8. All the results of this section only apply to those boundary
points of U that are located on 0A . For example, if X is elliptic, (J,", is not always
dense on 0U, as can be seen by taking U such rhat |Ua(A),,, contains isolated
polar points. For every U, we even obtain AUn(U),n cAU\4.

By Lemma 1.7 every closed subset of Ui, is totally thin. Those totally thin sets

which are closed and contain only irregular points for some open set can be regarded
as a special class ofexceptional sets. The connection between the results of Sections
I and2 is made clear by the following corollary.

Corollary 2.9. Let X beconnectedand E aclosedsetof X suchthat X\E:
UrvUr, with UL, U, open and nonempty such that UlnUr:O. If En\A, is a
totally thin set containing only irregular points of Ur, thm U1 is a non4riuial ab
sorbmt set of X.
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Proof. §rncr all irregular points are unstable, the assertion follows from Prop-
osition 2.1.

Remark 2.10. Corollary 2.9 remains valid if En0A1 contains only unstable
points of U1.In this clarse Ea0A1 is not necessarily totally ttrin.
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